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awake, arise, pull out your eyes,
and hear what time of day;

and when you have done, pull out your tongue,
and see what you can say.

English nursery rhyme, traditional
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1

2017

It’S poSSIBle to love SomethINg too much. it’s even pos
sible to love something to death, and when sam was seven 
weeks old and screaming himself scarlet with an existential 
fury particular to small babies, Orla McGrath stood over his cot 
and thought, I love you so much I could kill you. it was only a quick 
thought and it passed into that humid night soon enough, but 
from time to time over the years she would remember that she 
had once had it, and adrenaline would race up her spine. 

as sam grew older, he grew less angry, and, gradually, silent. 
His early infant babble never really formed past a few words 
and soon those sounds, too, ebbed away out of his red mouth 
full of pearlbarley teeth, until one day, when sam had just 
turned three, it occurred to Orla and nick that their son hadn’t 
spoken a single word for almost a week. 

‘should we take him to the doctor?’ Orla peered into his 
mouth as he stood obediently in front of her in the kitchen.

‘i don’t think there’s anything wrong with him, really.’ nick, 
arms folded, leaned against the oven and looked interested but 
not exactly worried.
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‘sam, darling, can you tell me if your throat hurts?’ she 
cupped his cheek in her palm. sam shook his head. ‘Do you 
mean you can’t tell me, or that it doesn’t hurt?’ sam nodded. 
Orla sighed, frustrated, and pulled her son on to her lap so that 
his little head rested against the hollow between her breasts 
and she could feel the heat of his blood through her shirt.

‘i suppose an appointment couldn’t hurt,’ nick said. ‘i’m 
not here much next week, though; i probably won’t be able to 
come with you.’

When Orla was pregnant with sam, heavy and slow and 
coweyed, she developed a thirst that couldn’t be put out. she 
drank no more than usual, but would descend into a panic if 
she found herself without water to hand, and so she developed 
a habit of collecting. Her nightstand became a fortress of half
filled tumblers, the boot of the car perpetually weighed down 
by cases of bottled spring water. litres of sparkling water filled 
the cupboards, gathered dust stashed neatly behind the toilet 
cistern, rolled about beneath the sofa. Outside, buckets and 
pots stood in rows to catch the rain and slowly turned green. 
sometimes, when she felt the thirst, just looking at her water 
suppressed the need for it, and she’d smile and touch the bottles 
lightly with her fingers. The biggest saucepan was called into 
service as a doorstop holding open the French doors from the 
living room into the kitchen, full of beautiful water and serene 
as a mirror. 

Her motherinlaw came to visit during this time, saw the 
depths of Orla’s sickness and took her to the Gp to test for ges
tational diabetes. nothing – she was perfectly fine. Her Gp, 
a kind man who looked a little like a heron, held Orla’s hand 
and said, ‘if it makes you feel better, you may go on collecting.’ 
Orla smiled and was grateful.

When sam came, tearing his way into the world, Orla and 
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nick brought him home to their house full of water, where 
Orla saw it all and decided she didn’t need it any more. Out 
it went – the buckets splashed into the grate in the garden, 
the endless green bottles in their creaking plastic cases given 
away to neighbours. Orla stood with her son in her arms and 
emptied all the places in which she had collected herself. 

Bridie, three years later, was an easier pregnancy. she was 
such an undemanding foetus that Orla occasionally forgot 
she was pregnant at all, especially in the early months, and 
when she finally delivered a hefty baby after a gasping ninety 
minutes of labour, she was almost startled by the appearance 
of a living thing. although Bridie was a more relaxed baby, 
Orla found her less rewarding than sam had been at that age. 
nick said it was only natural, that first babies were always 
special, and Orla nodded along.

Orla worried that sam might take against the new arrival 
– she’d heard enough horror stories of toddler siblings putting 
babies into the washing machine on the spin cycle, or pushing 
them out of prams. But sam was enchanted by his sister – 
by her dark duckling fluff and satin lips and the way she lay 
curled up like a woodlouse on its back. He stroked her toes 
when Orla bathed her in the sink and insisted that he be the 
one to hold the bottles when Orla finally gave up on breast
feeding, after six exhausting weeks of underproducing a thin 
and unsatisfying milk.

The Gp, after a thorough examination through which sam sat 
patiently, declared that he couldn’t see anything obviously out 
of the ordinary and referred them to a child psychiatrist. Orla 
and sam endured three sessions, during each of which sam 
grew more and more cross, until Orla put an end to it. The 
woman sent them away with a diagnosis of ‘selective mutism’ 
and a shrug: ‘Honestly, i can’t find anything wrong. Most 
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children who are silent around strangers are rather chatty at 
home. That’s not the case here, but i can’t see any reason for it.’

Orla looked at sam, sitting placid on a chair in the waiting 
room, swinging his legs. ‘so, what do we do?’

‘not much, really. at the moment. For most children, it’s a 
manifestation of severe anxiety. i see no evidence of that in 
sam.’

‘i thought perhaps, with the new baby –’
‘How does he seem with her?’
sam adored his sister. He communicated with her without 

words – he dressed her carefully and picked up her abandoned 
socks and petted her cheeks while she slept. sam appointed 
himself Bridie’s faithful custodian and loved her beyond lan
guage, and Orla was faintly jealous. 

‘He’s been great with her, honestly. But, you know, the 
disruption.’

‘perhaps. But in my opinion? it seems to be entirely stub
bornness. likely he’ll grow out of it.’

‘What if he doesn’t?’
‘Mrs McGrath, there’s nothing physically wrong with your 

son and you should be grateful for that, at least. right now, i 
suppose he just doesn’t feel like talking.’ 

so Orla was left to wonder, and she watched her son with 
an intensity that made them both too aware of one another 
and a friction developed between them. Only a slight rub, but 
it was there. she was conscious that her hovering and worry ing 
was exacerbating the problem. she couldn’t help but encour
age him to use words when he wanted lunch, rather than 
patting the fridge, and would hold up his bright tshirts in the 
morning out of his reach, so that he’d have to tell her which 
colour he wanted to wear that day. stubbornness, indeed. 
Orla, privately, thought of it as a ‘muteiny’. sam sailed on 
his beatific silence; he pointed and smiled and circumvented 
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Orla’s attempts at conversation with a wry ease that made him 
seem much older than three. 

On a tuesday night, while Orla rinsed the plates from dinner, 
her husband seated himself on a kitchen chair and said, ‘i’m 
worried about sam.’

‘What?’ Orla stripped off her rubber gloves and turned to 
lean against the sink.

‘it’s not getting any better.’
‘nick, we just need to give him time. Give him space.’
‘exactly.’
‘What?’
nick popped the caps from two bottles of italian beer and 

handed one to his wife. ‘space. i’ve been thinking – how would 
you feel about a new house?’

‘What?’
‘stop saying what. a new house!’ He grinned, excited. 
‘Do we need a new house?’
‘i think so. i’ve been thinking about it for a while.’ 
‘Why?’
He took a couple of long swallows. ‘We’ve always talked 

about moving to the coast. nearer my parents. i think maybe 
it’s time. The business is doing well, we can afford it. and i 
want the kids to grow up like i did. Free, you know? Country
side, all that. My parents would like it; you know they want to 
be closer. and sam loves it down there – we all do.’

His parents lived in Dorset, not far from poole, and their 
family did love it down there. The rocky coves, the scallop
edge of hidden beaches. she liked nick’s parents, too, and 
how easily they’d folded around her and brought her in. eva 
had been so kind to her when she was pregnant with sam. 
it was eva who held her hand in the doctor’s waiting room, 
eva who admonished nick, gently, when he shouted at Orla 
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for spending almost fifty pounds in one go on cases of bottled 
water: Orla would always be grateful for that. and sam loved 
his grandparents so much, Bridie too, in her limited way. Who 
was she to stand in the way of so much potential happiness? 
Orla recalled the rulebound household of her own childhood, 
the constrictions that had choked her. 

‘are you sure it would be the right thing?’ Orla framed her 
opinion as a question, because she knew that nick would have 
an opinion of his own. nick’s opinions were never comprom
ised by question marks. 

He stood and put his hands on her waist. ‘Definitely. sam 
needs it, i think we all need it. i don’t want to be in town any more.’

They spent a few companionable evenings on various 
property websites, teasing one another about their differing 
priorities, setting the upper price limit at outrageous amounts. 
One million, one point five, two. Of course, they weren’t really 
going to end up somewhere like that, but it was fun to look; 
even Orla had to admit that. and nick was right, there were 
some beautiful properties up for sale. Orla thought about gold 
summers and turquoise beaches and relaxed into the inevitabil
ity of moving, decided that she probably didn’t mind after all. 

a benevolent summer turned gracefully into a warm autumn, 
and when nick came home one day and told her, smiling, 
that he’d found them a new house, Orla was feeling gener
ous enough to listen properly. The sun had made her limber, 
relaxed, and she’d spent a happy day in the garden with the 
children, watching sam dig for worms and Bridie kick her fat 
feet under the shade of the parasol clipped to her pram. it was 
as if nick knew that her day had been nearly perfect, and that 
in turn this was the perfect time to announce change. He’d 
always had a good read on her moods, although lately he’d 
used that to his advantage rather than hers.
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‘right in Dorset. like we talked about.’ nick sat back in 
his chair and took a long mouthful from a gin and tonic. He’d 
brought one out for her, too, with a segment of grapefruit, the 
way she liked. The citrus oils from the fruit sparked against the 
gin and turned the tonic cloudy. 

‘Which part?’
‘about three miles east of lulworth, just outside a village 

called Holmesford.’
‘That’s far.’ she drove the route mentally, looping around 

Bath across the downs, the straight shot south into national 
parkland, past the regises and the Minsters and the Magnas.

‘i saw it on the way back from Mum and Dad’s. remember 
i went down the other week? Got diverted on the way back 
and saw a sale sign, so i thought it would be worth a look. Orla, 
this place. i’m telling you, it’s the one. absolutely gorgeous, 
right on the top of a hill. amazing views and honestly not half 
bad, pricewise. We’ve got a viewing at the weekend, thought 
we could make a bit of a holiday out of it. leave the kids with 
Mum, go and have a look around.’ He waved his hands in the 
approximate shape of a square. ‘it’s huge – amazing for the kids, 
and you’ll have so much room to paint. Great local primary.’

it startled her that they would soon have to think about 
primary school. They’d never put sam into nursery – at first 
because what was the point? Orla was at home anyway, so 
why spend the money? and then because of his speech: they 
didn’t want him to feel left out or teased, and so the need to 
protect him within their family circle outweighed any benefit 
gently hinted at by the psychiatrist, who made a pointed 
little aside about socialisation in their final session. Orla took 
him to various activities and classes instead, and hoped that 
was enough. 

nick pulled up the property listing on his phone and cupped 
his hands against the screen so she could see. ‘and the garden! 
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sam’s going to get such a kick out of it. and maybe, you know, 
a change of scenery –’ He gestured towards their son, sitting on 
his haunches and peering intently at the grass. sam was turned 
away from them, his face shadowed by a blue sun hat with 
a brim. For a moment he looked alien to Orla, as though he 
could be any child. 

‘He’s not broken – he doesn’t need you to fix him. Moving 
house isn’t the magic answer, nick.’ she hated having to 
defend sam against his own father. nick’s main concern 
always seemed to be what other people thought of sam: how 
they responded to him, how they would treat him. sam didn’t 
seem to mind much, he adored his father, but Orla minded 
on his behalf. she understood that nick saw their children as 
an extension – reflection – of himself, and that deviation from 
expectation troubled him.

‘i’m not saying it is. Christ, Orla, why does everything have 
to be an absolute with you? i didn’t say it was the miracle cure, 
i just think it’ll help.’ He smiled and touched her arm across the 
table. ‘Will you at least try to like it?’

‘Of course.’ Orla drained her gin. ‘i’m sorry. i can’t wait to 
see it.’ 

Did she want this new house? perhaps. she mulled on the 
topic with the same amiable ambivalence she once gave to 
getting pregnant. and because she didn’t know, she was happy 
to be led. nick had so much purpose, so much focus, that she 
allowed him to gently position her as she ought to be. He 
turned her this way and that, looking towards or away from 
the things he decided were worth it or not, and she was grate
ful for it. Most of the time. Orla knew, really, that the decision 
had already been made.

she shrugged out of her old life, skinning herself, and slipped 
into the new.
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2

2017

the Reeve. the Name waS engraved into a plaque of lime
stone on the pillar at the front gate and repeated above the 
expansive doorway of the house itself, along with the date of 
construction: 1812. The driveway looped in a semicircle to the 
front of the house and the front lawn stretched almost thirty 
feet down to a low brick wall. Beyond the wall was a sandy 
footpath and then, abruptly, the cliff edge.

Orla had been put in the back of the car and was largely 
silent while nick chatted with the estate agent up front about 
local house prices, the logistics of their move, further plans to 
buy a small flat back in Bristol after their old house was sold. 
That was the arrangement they came to: Orla would be alone 
during the week and nick would return for weekends. she’d 
been apprehensive about this until nick reminded her that he 
left before the children were up anyway and was rarely home 
for bedtime. she wanted to ask, But what about me?

she watched the hedges weave past, watched as the land 
grew greener and emptier and lonelier. They’d come up the 
hill road from the village, rather than the main road that 
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cut through the fields to the rear of the house, and Orla was 
pleased to see that the village looked large and lively. One 
nicelooking restaurant, a library, even a small gallery. a few 
tourists strolled about with optimistic ice creams, but the 
summer season was coming to an end and the air through the 
car window smelled of leaf rot and salt. 

When they pulled up to the house, nick reached into the 
back seat to squeeze her knee and transmitted, in that one bru
tally simple gesture, how things were to be.

‘it’s been empty for about five years.’ The estate agent shut 
the car door with a thump and peered up at the house. she 
shielded her eyes with her palm, as if to better take in the sheer 
scope of the property, and nick did the same. Orla climbed out 
and moved away to look at the view out over the cliff edge. 

‘Yes, the girl on the phone mentioned that when i first called 
– but we don’t mind a project.’ nick pulled at Orla’s jumper. 
‘Come here.’ He slid an arm round her waist and turned her to 
face the house. ‘The previous owners died – they were quite 
old, i think – and the estate passed to a nephew. He’d been 
trying to offload it for ages, and that’s when we came along.’

The estate agent nodded. ‘This could be a great deal, Mrs 
McGrath. He’s already haggled us right down.’ she winked at 
nick, who laughed. Orla looked at the sapling growing out of 
one of the chimney stacks. 

‘room for a double garage, if you take down that leanto.’ 
The estate agent pointed at the decrepit shed. On the gravel 
in front of the doors lay a small bird, brownish. its body was 
collapsed and awkward, flesh long gone, just feathers on bone. 

‘plenty of space on the drive, though,’ said nick. ‘if you get 
rid of the grass.’

The front lawn was overgrown and patchy, dotted with 
fierce dandelions that grew unchecked and daisies scattered 
like snow. The gravel was of the same pale, honeyed stone 
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as the house, although it too was sparse and threaded with 
weeds. 

The entrance was recessed enough to allow for a small porch 
area, in which stood two iron bootscrapers and a rusted metal 
yard brush. Gossamer spiderwebs trailed from the glass car
riage lamp that hung from the ceiling. The porch was laid with 
large grey flagstones, polished by two hundred years of feet 
and worn in divots. 

The front doors, a double behemoth of aged oak, curved 
upwards into a graceful arch – a strangely Gothic touch to a 
regency house. Orla wondered who had designed them; they 
were a quirk of personality, a raised eyebrow on an otherwise 
serene face, and she liked them for that. 

and then the windows. Orla had never seen anything like 
them, and they made the doors look almost sheepish by com
parison. two enormous picture windows at double height, one 
on each side of the front doors, that began on the ground floor 
and spanned up to the first. They matched the sash windows 
that covered the rest of the frontage in width, but the height 
was substantial and they were shaped to follow the curve of 
the doors. iron frames painted white held the glass in place, cut 
in that incongruous Gothic arch. Original windows: they must 
have been enormously expensive at the time. 

The slate roof, pitched at a gentle slope, housed four 
small dormer windows like narrowed eyes. a dead wisteria 
stretched itself across the frontage from the left, planted some
where behind the high brick wall that led to the garden, and a 
narrow wroughtiron gate showed a glimpse of the wilderness 
behind the house.

‘northfacing back garden,’ said the estate agent. ‘Bit of a 
shame, but i suppose they wanted the sea view more.’

inside, light and symmetry abounded; Orla imagined a 
split peach, a halved apple. The house seemed like something 
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whole that had been bisected and then butterflied; incised and 
opened up. 

The rooms were arranged around a vast entrance hall the 
full height of the house, capped with a clouded dome of glass 
and iron, splashed here and there with dead leaves and bird 
droppings. The light filtering through it was muted and warm, 
even on that grey day, and cast long shadows from the prom
inent lintels above each door on the first and secondfloor 
landings, giving them a glowering sort of look. it felt to Orla 
like the decks of a ship; the landings formed a horseshoe above 
the stairs and ended up against those great tall windows at the 
front – a cathedral to look out over the sea.

From the front doors, a long stretch of tiled hallway veered 
upwards into the sudden vertical of the stairs, which swerved 
off into a perfect left and right along the firstfloor landing. 
The left flight led up to the master bedroom, nursery and en
suite, while the righthand side trailed along past two further 
bedrooms, a family bathroom and a large and dusty airing 
cupboard. all of the windows on the first floor were dressed 
with oldfashioned wooden shutters, precarious now but still 
pretty, although of the two sets in the master bedroom one 
shutter lacked its companion, and made the room look like a 
mouth missing a tooth. 

The second floor was accessed by two further flights of stairs 
at either end of the firstfloor landing. These stairs were nar
rower and carpeted with the same mossgreen as the landings, 
splattered here and there with cheap white undercoat paint 
and thick with dust. Orla thought about the handsandknees 
job of pulling up all that fusty carpet and felt very tired. This 
floor was home to two smaller bedrooms, a toilet and shower 
room, and a nothingy sort of room which contained a door 
hiding the attic steps. 

Orla trailed after nick, who strode ahead of the estate agent 
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and flung open doors in what Orla felt was a proprietary and 
offputting manner.

nick caught her expression and asked, ‘are you okay?’
‘Fine, just thinking.’ 
‘she’s a big thinker, my lovely wife.’ He smiled at the estate 

agent and squeezed Orla’s arm. 
The agent continued, ‘There is internet, the previous owners 

had it put in, but you’re quite far from the exchange up here so, 
to be frank with you, it’s pretty patchy. You might want to call 
around, price up a new line.’ she pointed to a couple of lan 
sockets screwed into the wall above the skirting board.

They moved together into the sitting room and Orla let nick 
and the woman go ahead of her. They admired the original cor
nicing and the wide oak floorboards. Orla saw the woodworm 
and the rot and the dust, but she didn’t want to intrude on 
their mutual excitement. she stayed in the doorway, surveyed 
the proportions of the room, and let herself imagine a life here. 
nick had made all this possible, she couldn’t forget that. 

When they met, Orla was a young painter already gathering 
a solid following, and nick had just dropped out of univer
sity to start his own programming company. she’d been struck 
by him immediately, in the back garden of a friend’s student 
house. The barbecue had gone out and nick was kneeling on 
the concrete and fiddling with the gas pipe, laughing as he pre
tended to drop a lighter next to the leak. He was tall, funny, 
already balding but entirely unconcerned by the fact, younger 
than her by a margin that seemed faintly scandalous. 

nobody tells you how claustrophobic it is to fall in love 
at first sight. Balanced consideration must be abandoned, to 
turn away seems an impossibility. You are bound to a future 
you may not have imagined, or intended, and the idea that 
you might walk away from it is only a little more painful than 
accepting it. nick decided he was going to marry her and Orla 
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felt both imprisoned and breathlessly ecstatic at how certain 
he was of their future. 

nick gathered it up wholeheartedly, never questioned it – 
but Orla, who was seeking a certain kind of wildness, turned 
it over and over in her mind as she lay in the dark next to the 
man who had already claimed her possibilities. she loved him 
very quickly, and it altered the course she’d been charting. 

Orla’s parents, back in ireland – evangelical, worn, horri
fied – wrote her a furious letter when she moved into nick’s 
studio flat. But Orla had already lived their life, and decided 
she wanted to live her own. and if sometimes she wondered 
whether nick’s certainty about who he was and where they 
were going was comfortably familiar to her parents’ fervent 
rigidity, she tried not to think about it. His success had deliv
ered them a comfort she would likely never have achieved on 
her own, certainly not as a jobbing artist. 

after sam, Orla produced work only sporadically, and after 
Bridie she stopped altogether. nick didn’t exactly consider her 
painting to be work – even the paid commissions made him 
slightly fretful that she might not have enough time left over 
for him. sometimes she wondered where she had agreed to 
all this, at which point she had placed her finger on the map 
of their lives and said, Yes, here we are and here is where we will go. 

Orla hadn’t ever minded, until now it occurred to her that 
she should have minded, or watched closer for the losing of 
herself. Unnoticed, she’d slipped into a life that she’d never 
intended. Her blossoming career had been subsumed beneath 
nick’s choices. it was an unspoken pact, what she was asked to 
give up in return for a measure of financial freedom. increas
ingly, she didn’t feel so free. 

*
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‘Well?’ nick turned to Orla in the bare and echoing drawing 
room, after the estate agent removed herself discreetly into 
the orangery. The set of keys dangled from his fingers; the 
red plastic tag looked too bright, too modern, in this old, old 
room. 

The drawing room, spare and lovely, was dominated by 
an impressive fireplace topped in marble. On the other side 
of the house, the sitting room resembled a humbler cousin, a 
snug companion. The kitchen ran along the whole back side 
of the house, boxing in the two front rooms at their rear, and 
the French doors out of the kitchen led into an oldfashioned 
orangery with vaulted windows in iron frames. The kitchen 
was rather dated – there were no fitted cabinets, just scarred 
oak worktops sitting above shelving units fronted with 
little curtains on wire runners. an aga squatted at one end, 
recessed under a weathered beam, and Orla bit her cheek 
at the thought that she would have to learn how to use it. a 
stained Belfast sink sat between the worktops on the oran
gery side, giving the washerupper an uninhibited view of 
the walled garden. The fat brass taps had turned green, and 
looked obstinate. 

‘it’s really beautiful. You were right, about the pictures.’
‘size of that garden. it’ll be brilliant for the kids.’
‘Yes.’ she hesitated, opened the door and closed it again, lis

tened to the hinges. ‘are you sure? i mean, we don’t have to. if 
you’ve changed your mind.’

‘i haven’t. i don’t think we can stay where we are – do you? 
like we said, sam needs it.’

‘it’s a big change.’
‘You know what sam’s like, he’ll take it in stride.’ nick 

looked at his wife. ‘How do you feel about it?’
Because she had only ever known half of herself, nick had 

taken advantage of that. He’d pushed at her weak places, and 
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hadn’t she followed him? she was complicit, she knew. Happy 
to be led, content with halfclosed eyes. so sure, so confident, 
he made the world fit round his shape. But Orla had spent 
a lifetime contorting herself, trying to understand how she 
slotted into the landscape of her present. 

to ask her now how she felt – the time for that had come 
and gone and she hadn’t spoken up because she never did, and 
nick knew that. Whose fault, then?

‘it’s done, isn’t it?’ she said.
He leaned back against the tall frame of the sash window. 

The way the light came in from behind made him look dimmed, 
unreadable. ‘You said you liked this house.’

‘it’s not really about the house.’
‘i thought i was doing the right thing. i thought if i could just 

find the perfect place you wouldn’t have to think too much, 
that it would be easier –’ He turned and the light caught his 
face and he looked so deflated. 

‘i really like the house. i do. it needs work. Quite a lot, i 
think.’ she paused. ‘i just want us to be sure.’

nick opened his arms. ‘Well, i’m sure enough for the both of 
us.’ He pulled her close. ‘Don’t be cross any more, Orla. it’ll be 
good for you.’

Would it be good for her? to be so isolated, cast adrift out 
here on the top of a cliff? perhaps. as a person who felt very 
keenly the weight of other people’s expectations, and their 
demands on her time, there was something pleasurable in the 
notion of surrendering to this new life. to be freed of obli
gation, to be cut loose from book clubs and playgroups and 
awkward brunches at which she had nothing of note to report; 
perhaps she could live quite well out on the edge of the world.

and didn’t the house suit her? Quiet, enigmatic, active 
under the surface. it held its own secrets, showed only frac
tions of its nature. it was like her, wasn’t it? she listened to its 
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sounds – the clicks of tree branches against the sash windows, 
the distant dripping of a tap somewhere on the second floor. 

Orla invited herself in, and the house woke up. 
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3 

1976

lydIa dReamed of loNdoN, StIll, even after all these 
months. she only ever dreamed of the nice bits, and not the 
awful tube or the beggars or the men who leered or the 
crowded pubs or the blind, thin cats that haunted the street 
behind her flat. she didn’t dream about the rancid, vegetable 
smell of london summers, or the persistent damp that crept up 
the kitchen wall behind the oven. 

When she woke, she made herself remember that she’d 
chosen to come here because she loved the children and 
because sara was so sad, all the time, and because it sounded 
better than sharing her space with three other girls in a tene
ment flat in Holborn, better than laddered nylons hung over 
the bath and overflowing ashtrays balanced on dirty window
sills and pathetic attempts at growing geraniums in a window 
box choked by the diesel buses and a yowling record player 
that none of them could afford to replace. 

But there were things from london she missed, of course 
there were. she missed the bakeries and the Chinese food 
and drinking with the girls on the grass of the Heath in the 
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spring and the nice nightclubs, the ones with proper stools 
lined up along mahogany bars and alcohol that hadn’t been 
watered down. 

lydia thought about Danny and his printstained fingers 
and the way he made Brandy alexanders just how she liked, 
and how good the sex was when he was being kind. she tried 
not to think about how bad the fights had been, or the sneer
ing way he made her feel smaller than him, just because she 
didn’t have a degree. But look where he’d got to – he never 
earned much more than she did and once, during an argument, 
she’d told him that he thought he was so much better than her 
because he worked for a newspaper but he only set the type, 
he didn’t even write the fucking articles, so who was the idiot now? 

Danny hadn’t liked that at all, and it turned out to be one 
of the last fights they’d had before she moved to Dorset with 
sara and the kids. lydia wondered if she should telephone 
him. she’d thought that a lot recently, but never did.

it was too hot up in her attic room. The windows didn’t open 
and beamed the sun directly on to her bed. although it was 
only the middle of May, the weather had turned summerhot 
about a week ago and hadn’t let up. she had sort of assumed, 
when they arrived, that the twins would share a room and she 
would get a bedroom with a window that opened. But the girls 
insisted on being separate and so lydia got shoved up here, 
like an oldfashioned servant. There wasn’t even enough room 
for a wardrobe, not with the way the roof sloped. it had been 
bloody cold over Christmas, too, and she was having to use 
batteryoperated camping lamps at night. sara promised she’d 
get it wired soon. 

lydia rolled over when she heard feet slapping on the stairs 
and pulled on a dressing gown.

philip appeared at the door that connected the first attic 
room to her bedroom. ‘Hello, hello, are you awake!’
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‘Yes, i’m awake – look, i’m sitting up and talking to you! 
Could i do that if i were still asleep?’

philip jumped on to the end of her quilt and bounced on his 
knees. ‘Maybe, if you were a sleepwalker, or a ghost. Mummy 
said that some people talk in their sleep, so maybe you talk too.’

lydia laughed and reached out to tickle him. ‘i don’t talk in 
my sleep! right – breakfast. shall we have toast?’

‘no, thank you. i want a banana.’
‘We can have bananas.’
philip hopped off the bed and tugged on the belt of her 

dressing gown. ‘i like you being with us all the time. it’s better 
than when we were in london, and you had to go home every 
day. it’s like we’re having a sleepover, isn’t it. and you make me 
nice breakfasts, Mummy used to make me eat Weetabix and i 
don’t like that.’

‘You know i still make you eat Weetabix sometimes.’
philip disappeared down the stairs in front of her and called 

back, ‘Yes, but not every day. i don’t like it every day.’ 
lydia still marvelled at the scope of the house. it made her 

feel both insignificant and superior to descend that grand, 
wide staircase every morning, to go in and out of the magnifi
cent arched doors, to light a fire in an actual drawing room.

sara hardly seemed to notice the house; lydia often thought 
it was just a place for sara’s body to exist while her mind went 
somewhere else. she’d always been like that, though, even 
before Doug; her face carried a permanent expression of mild 
bewilderment, as though she was constantly surprised to find 
herself wherever she was. sometimes it irritated lydia, who 
was of a more pragmatic bent. 

lydia had lived all her life in london, and when she told her 
mother she was leaving for an elegant country house in Dorset, 
her mother laughed and then coughed and lydia heard her 
spit into a mug, heavy smoker’s phlegm. she had met sara, 
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once, when she came to the house to deliver a bag of lydia’s 
clothes, and after they’d shaken hands and sara had gone back 
inside, her mother grinned and called sara an ‘uptight’ cunt. 
Her accent had made it sound like ‘can’t’.

On the telephone, three days before lydia took the train 
south, her mother had said, ‘You’ll be back soon enough,’ and 
hung up. sometimes lydia felt guilty about how infrequently 
she went home, back to the chill council flat in lewisham, 
but her mother never invited her and lydia never proposed 
it. Her brother almost never went home, and lydia thought 
that her mother was rather glad to be shot of them both. 
When they were together, lydia felt judgemental, protestant, 
and made curt comments through thin lips at her mother’s 
fondness for the Racing Post and a seemingly endless parade 
of much younger boyfriends who worked in the bookie’s, 
or drove grimy cabs through the neon circus of piccadilly 
at night. 

philip took two bananas from the big wooden bowl on the 
Welsh dresser. ‘Can i eat these outside?’ 

‘Yes, i suppose. Where are the others?’
‘Mummy has Owen and the twins are in the garden.’
sara came in from the sitting room, carrying the baby. 

‘Morning – tea on the go?’
‘Just put the kettle on.’
‘Can you have a word with the girls, please, lydia? They 

were running riot all last night, kept me up.’ sara dropped an 
armful of laundry into the hamper in the kitchen, shuffling in 
her slippers, and handed Owen to lydia.

lydia hadn’t heard a single sound from the floor below 
during the night. What was sara on about? ‘sorry, what?’

sara yawned. philip slid off his kitchen chair and went to 
put an arm round his mother’s hip, but she stepped sideways, 
out of reach. ‘i could hear them, all that whispering. You’ve got 
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to break them of that habit, i don’t like it. Banging on the floor, 
sounded like a herd of elephants up there.’ 

lydia jiggled the baby. ‘right, sure. i didn’t hear anything, 
though, are you positive?’

‘Keep them in check, please. it’s your job.’ 
sara turned and left, never acknowledging her eldest son. 

philip watched her go, eyes on his mother all the way down 
the hall. ‘i don’t think she likes us very much, lydia.’

‘Who, duckie? Me and you?’
‘no, me and tabs and Clover. Maybe Owen. i think she still 

likes Owen.’ 
it pained lydia to know that philip saw and understood his 

mother’s indifference. ‘You mustn’t say that. she’s your mum, 
she loves you. she likes you! she’s just been working a lot, you 
know. she’s tired.’ lydia sat down at the table. ‘it’s not her fault. 
There’s been a lot to do.’

‘i think even before, when Daddy was alive, she didn’t like 
me as much as the twins.’ He said this baldly, a fact. ‘They’re 
better than me.’

‘Better?’
‘Funner.’
‘More fun,’ said lydia. ‘Funner isn’t a word.’
‘all right.’ philip nodded.
‘and it’s not true. You’re just different. tabitha and Clover 

are their own thing, you know that. i bet Owen will grow up 
and be just like you.’ she smiled, wanting to cover over the 
wound in his little heart with loving hands. ‘and besides, i like 
you very much.’

Before Doug died, sara used to make fun of philip with her 
husband. about how he didn’t like to be dirty, how he always 
finished his crusts, how carefully he combed his hair. Doug 
would joke that philip was more like a girl than the girls, and 
philip would writhe with distress and sara would laugh. lydia 
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hated them for it, but she herself despaired at philip’s propen
sity towards tears. He could stand to be a little tougher, lydia 
thought, but it wouldn’t do any good to make fun.

she went out through the orangery and called across the 
lawn to the girls. a moment later, breathless and with green 
knees, the twins stood frantic at the kitchen door. 

‘Morning, girls. toast?’
‘We aren’t hungry, lydia.’
‘You have to have something, you can’t be out playing with 

no breakfast. You’ll run out of energy and faint dead away and 
then we’ll have to revive you and none of us have the time for 
that.’ lydia winked at philip. ‘Here.’ she broke another two 
bananas off the bunch and handed one to each child. Owen 
wriggled in her arms and leaned towards his sisters. He loved 
the girls, even if they were mostly indifferent to him and used 
him primarily as a prop in their games of house or school or 
exploring. sometimes he was their recalcitrant pupil, some
times he was a dangerous hippo on the Zambezi, and once 
lydia had found him staked to the lawn with a leather belt 
tied to his foot, which the girls explained was necessary as he 
was a circus elephant and mustn’t be allowed to escape. Owen 
bore all of this with gratitude. 

she murmured nonsense to the child and bounced him on 
her hip. Owen waved his arms and caught her cheek with his 
christening bracelet, all gold and sharp edges. lydia tightened 
it round his plump wrist and thought again what an unsuit
able item it was for a small child. all the children had one, 
gifted from Doug’s parents, who were wealthy and rather old
fashioned. The girls’ were silver, and Owen and philip had 
gold, but the twins hadn’t worn theirs for years. it wouldn’t be 
long before philip grew out of his entirely, which he lamented. 
such a sentimental child. 

poor philip, in the middle, stuck close to lydia. The girls 
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considered him to be both too much of a baby to be amusing 
and too old to be useful like Owen. He spent a lot of time 
alone, or with lydia while she mended torn socks for the twins 
or wrestled Owen in the bathtub. He missed the routine of 
school, particularly, and lydia remained unsure of sara’s sweep
ing decision to ‘give them all a year off’, as she’d put it. tabitha 
and Clover had always been halfferal, even in london, and 
they revelled in the freedom of the enormous garden and the 
beach and the woods. But philip – studious, empirical philip – 
missed his teachers and his homework and the familiar rhythm 
of Monday mornings. 

lydia had tried to talk about it to sara, once, but was put 
aside. ‘it’ll be good for them. total freedom. it’s why we moved 
out here, isn’t it? i think a different life might be nice for a bit. 
There’s enough time for them to be stuck in school next year.’ 

‘What about just philip, then? He keeps asking.’ 
‘tell him they’ll all go back next year, but for now we’re 

having a holiday.’ 
lydia hadn’t pushed. she’d watched sara nurse and then 

lose her husband; she knew better than most what had been 
taken through that endless, wretched year of sickness and 
drawn curtains and bone broth and silent children and the 
smell of it, sticking to everything in the house. When lydia 
left each day, she stripped bare in the tiny bathroom of her flat, 
convinced the odour of dying clung to her skin.

it hadn’t surprised her when sara decided to move out to 
The reeve. Doug had bought it as a second home, about a year 
before he got so thin it looked like he was haunting his own 
clothes, and they’d intended to use it in the summers, mostly. 
When he died and the house in london spilled over with grief 
and anger and the cloying, damp fug of decaying lilies, sara 
moved them all out here, where the sea would wash away her 
loss and the air would bring colour back to her children’s faces. 
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They needed the money, too, she said, and the london house 
fetched a good price. 

lydia had been invited, and sara made it plain that, while 
she would be grateful if lydia came with them, they would be 
leaving with or without her. 

lydia shifted Owen on her hip and picked up the banana 
peels from the kitchen table, where the girls had left them. 
she stepped into the orangery and watched philip tail his 
sisters, desperate to be involved but too proud to ask. Within 
moments, all three were out of sight among the sunny  thicket 
at the bottom of the garden, underneath the tall oaks that bor
dered the pond.

When they’d first arrived, sara had taken them all down to 
the pond and given them a stern lecture on not venturing near 
it, or trying to paddle in it, or even throwing stones in. philip 
had nodded, solemn, but the girls bounced on their toes and 
eyed the monkey puzzle for climbing and only halflistened to 
their mother. 

The pond had iced over in the depths of January, and the 
twins had begged and begged to be allowed to skate on it, but 
sara held firm. lydia hadn’t realised that the world could be 
so cold, like a shock every time she went outside – born and 
raised in london, under its warm fleece of pollution, she’d 
lived with a permanent sniffle for the first four months after 
moving out here to Dorset. 

now, the garden was all sunlight and bright scents and the 
patio stone was warm under her feet. she opened both sets 
of windows in the orangery and left the patio doors standing 
wide. as she stepped on to the grass, lydia hesitated at the 
thin sound of a baby crying from deep inside the house, a faint 
noise like the rise and fall of a london ambulance in the dis
tance. But Owen was in her arms, reaching out for butterflies, 
and after a moment the cries died away. 
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a few cabbage whites bobbed in the lavender beds that 
bordered the patio, and lydia shivered and was grateful for 
the heat. 
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4

2017

‘Next yeaR – douBle glazINg, i promise.’ nick held his 
wife’s hand in bed as they watched condensation run down 
the bedroom windows. Orla had padded the windowsills with 
rags to soak up the moisture; they were already sodden.

‘We have to, nick. We can’t put it off.’
‘i know, i honestly didn’t think it would be this bad. We’ll 

fix it.’ He paused, weighed her up. ‘listen, i had Mum on the 
phone the other day and i invited them here for Christmas.’

‘Here?’ Orla sat up.
‘That’s all right, isn’t it? i know we’ve always gone there, but 

they’re so keen to see the house and we’ve got so much room, i 
thought it would be nice. take the burden off Mum a bit. and 
i’ll be home, i’ll help.’

‘no, of course. it’ll be grand, it’s fine. i’m just surprised, i 
thought we’d be going there. and it’s far away, yet. i didn’t 
think we’d decided.’

a moment that might have turned into a quarrel was settled 
by the appearance of sam, who flung himself dramatically on 
to the end of the bed and crawled towards them. Orla caught 
him and swung him into her lap, kissed his silky hair. 
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